MOHAMMED   AND    CHARLEMAGNE
by the ascetic ideal, he sold his possessions, and with the product
of the sale he founded seven convents. Although he was a monk
the Pope sent him as nuncio to Constantinople in 580. In 590 he
himself became Pope, He died in 604. As a writer, he strove for
simplicity. He disdained the ornaments of profane rhetoric, which
he regarded as barren verbiage- Nevertheless, he was a cultivated
man; but for him the matter was more important that the form,
and his work constituted a complete rupture with the tradition of
classic rhetoric. This rupture was bound to occur, not only because
that rhetoric was manifestly sterile, but also because asceticism
in recalling the Church to its mission, led it to the people,
Eugippius, in his life of Saint Sevcrinus, had already refused to
employ a style which the people would have difficulty in under-
standing.1 And Saint Caesarius of Aries expressly stated that he
took great pains to write in such a manner as to be understood by
die unlettered.2
The Church was thus adapting itself. It was making literature a&
instrument of popular culture; that is to say, a means of edification,
Gregory the Great, according to Roger,3 broke away from the
literature of the ancients. He rebuked Didier, Bishop of Vietiae,
for devoting himself to the teaching of grammar, and singing the
praises of Jupiter, although he was a Christian.4
Thus the Church, conscious of its mission, made use of the
vulgar Latin, or rather, of a Latin devoid of rhetoric, accessible to
the people.* It wished to write in the Latin of the people, which
was a living tongue, the language of the age, which did not pay
much attention to grammatical correctness, It wrote lives of the
Saints for the people, which sought merely to edify them by the
relation of miracles, This simplicity of language, which was adopted
by Isidore of Seville (<L 646), did not exclude science. Isidore, by
his compilations, tried to make the science of the ages accessible to
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